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My squeezebox help

Topics: 4,280 Messages: 27,682 Topics: 786 Posts: 7776 Topics: 3744 Messages: 76,112 KEF LS50 II Wireless by 2020-09-30, 10:3 ---8 Roon Audio User Guide - Squeezebox - Start (Step 1:) The first thing you have to do is turn off any Logitech Media Server (LMS) instances running on your network. The Squeezebox roon function
works by imitating LMS - if LMS works in your network, devices can find and link with it, or get confused. To set up Roon to work with Squeezebox, you'll need to turn on Roon's Squeezebox feature. - Visit Settings and then select the Settings tab - Click yes next to Enable Squeezebox Support: Step 3: As soon as Squeezebox support is
enabled, you'll be able to see your Squeezebox devices in the audio of the zlt;img src' -gt; tab Settings. Turn on the device you want Roon to broadcast. You can also click on a small Gear icon to customize settings for your devices as soon as they have been turned on. Once you've turned on your devices, select them from the zone menu
( and enjoy! Troubleshooting 1. Try the power of cycling To squeezebox endpoints. We've noticed that some endpoints have trouble switching from LMS to Roon, especially if LMS runs on the same machine as The Roon Server. 2. If that doesn't help, make sure that roon Core-controlled firewall settings allow incoming connections. ( If
that doesn't help, try entering your Roon server's IP address as a workaround. 4. If your device was connected to the previous Roon Core, you may need to go to the My Music Switch Library - on the Squeezebox device itself - to link it to the new kernel. 5. If it doesn't work, let us know. In mysqueezebox.com, you can use Roon with
mysqueezebox.com. This provides a workaround to get alarm or radio functionality that Roon currently does not provide. When the endpoint is in Roon mode, you can switch to mysqueezebox.com by clicking the I button on the front or remote control (for devices with blue vacuum flour displays), or through settings screens (for LCD
devices). You can switch back to Roon using an existing mechanism. Display Preferences - Brightness (VFD devices only) Please note that Roon cannot visualize fonts on VFD devices, but we support displaying the Roon logo and any visualizers supported by your You can cycle through the display settings and brightness settings using
the display and brightness of the button on the remote control You can also opt in Roon's audio settings for your device: Notes on Squeezebox Touch with zlt;img' ; EDOon supports the EDO plugin, which can be used for EDO. If you've connected a DoP that can DAC to your Squeezebox Touch-EDO, you can instruct Roon to send DSD
content using DoP instead of converting to PCM. This allows for a bit of perfect DSD playback. Squeezelite/Software Roon endpoints do not support the implementation of endpoints software, and we do not test them as part of our quality control process. If you try to do that, you're on your own. The page last modified Sat December 14
2019 In order to access the MySqueezebox.com, please make sure you use the recent browser (Firefox®, Apple Safari®, Microsoft® Internet Explorer 7, Opera 9), and JavaScript included in your browser. It doesn't matter if your library includes 100 tracks or 100,000. Or if you rip your own COMPACT albums or buy music from services
such as iTunes and Amazon MP3. Download logitech Media Server software today and start listening to your personal music collection on Squeezebox in any room in your home. From custom radio to on-demand music, photo services, social networks and more. Click on the App Gallery link above, find the app you like and select the
installation option to add it to your Squeezebox. You can see a list of all the apps you've installed by checking my apps. You can also add apps directly from your Squeezebox. Choose App Gallery from your home menu, find the app you want, and follow the instructions on the screen. When you're ready to use your new apps, just go to my
apps on your Squeezebox and enjoy! Find answers to frequently asked questions, download documentation for your Squeezebox players and more! Any questions about the changes we've made? Check out what's new. In order to access MySqueezebox.com, please make sure you are using a recent browser (Firefox®, Apple Safari®,
Microsoft® Internet Explorer 7, Opera 9, and JavaScript included in your browser. Please select your product: Download Logitech Media Server Download software and install Logitech Media Server software from the download page. (too old to answer) I have 3 Squeezebox receivers and suddenly last week 1 receiver stopped to connect
to I did a reset plant on myController and receiver, but to no avail. The receiver connects to my network, but when I choose Settings - Advanced - Network - Switchto mysqueezebox.com, I get an error message about Connection Problem. Light in in front of the receiver is blue. I use version 7.5.1.Any ideas on how to get the receiver
running through mysqueezebox.com?--Murph38------------------------------------------------------------------------Murph38 Profile: this thread: I had a similar problem connecting to mysqueezebox.com through my router's wireless connection. I could only solve this by resetting the router by disabling the router's power. Then reset the squeezebox
again on the mysqueezebox.com So maybe resetting your router helps. Respectfully, Carel--Carel------------------------------------------------------------------------Carel's Profile: this thread: Carel, Thank you for trying and it worked for the day. Now it's back to normal isn't working. Stacey--Murph38--------------------------------------------------------------------
----Murph38 Profile: this topic: I was having the same problem. Technical support doesn't help at all- they don't even read my queries properly. I rarely seem to be able to connect through my (very good) network. Sometimes turning off on themains solves the problem, but today, for example, it is demanded to be connected to a computer.
I'm still waiting for technical support to properly answer my question froma a couple of days ago before throwing it one at them.-jhe44------------------------------------------------------------------------jhe44 Profile: this thread: HiWhen I returned form of work trip today my Squeezebox radio lost allthe saved radio stations. Looks like he's lost touch
toSqueezbox.com. I ended up trying to reset the factory settings - but Istill couldn't get it to connect to squeezebox.com (it connects to mywireless - I even tried to turn it off and off - and I tried wired the connection). Haven't heard back the support form - in the diagnosis he says he can't connect to the port of 9000. We haven't done
anything for our (100MBS)Network.Very annoying of not being able to use the radio we spent so much money. Didn't hear back from the support, called Fiber Broadband suppiler (Telia) and they said it was a problem logitecs. All our laptops are connected to the Internet perfectly. I hope someone else can help!? has any lost link and can't
get it back?--logan------------------------------------------------------------------------logan profile: This carving: the same problem today.... My SB3s will be mySqueezebox.com, but mySB Radio won't. The diagnostics show no connection to Port 9000.Have to say - and it's like a huge Squeezebox fan - that SB Radionever seems to be running 100%
two days in a row. Hmmmm--agbagbAGBSqueezeCenter Version: Version: Version: 7.5.0 - r30464 (was: 7.4.1 -r28947) under Win7 Home Premium 64-bit, #7600 (Vista Was). MusicLibrary on external USB HDD.2 x SB3s, wireless. (Firmware 130 (was: 127) on both) LinkSys WRT54GS router, WPA2; or Sagem Livebox 2FRController
7.5.0-r8673 (was: 7.4.1 r7915)SB Radio: 7.5.0 - r8673------------------------------------------------------------------------agbagb Profile: this thread: same problem today.... My SB3s will connect to mySqueezebox.com, but mySB Radio won't. The diagnostics show no connection to Port 9000.Have to say - and it's like a huge Squeezebox fan - that SB
Radionever seems to be running 100% two days in a row. Hmmmm__________________AGB--agbagbAGBSqueezeCenter Version: Version: Version: 7.5.1 - r30836 (was: 7.5.0 -r30464) under Win7 Home Premium 64-bit, #7600 (Vista Was). MusicLibrary on external USB HDD.2 x SB3s, wireless. (Firmware 130 (was: 127) on both)
LinkSys WRT54GS router, WPA2; or Sagem Livebox 2FRController: 7.5.1-r9009 (was: 7.5.0-r8673)SB Radio: 7.5.1-r9009 (was: 7.5.0 - r8673)------------------------------------------------------------------------agbagb Profile: this thread: until about an hour ago my Squeezebox Radio couldn't connect tomysqueezebox.com port 9000, and when trying
with Firefox I got thereply that the server wasn't available. Then a few minutes ago he gave a message from :Jive Cometd Server:This server for Jive connections. You probably want to go here. where here redirects to squeezebox.com Home Page.Also the network icon on SBR is changed from blue to white, which will activate the Internet
connection in order, as also shown by TheDiagnostics. But the CBD still can't connect to any of my stations:- (and according to MySqueezebox.com pages my SBR is not connected. Apparently it has to do with some kind of Jive Cometd Server. What it is?--knuttew------------------------------------------------------------------------knuttew profile: this
thread: same question here in the UK with my radio SB and SB Touch.I have gone through to Logi support. Ramon's Logi Support said he wanted to escalate, but that it is an issue that they know and are working on ... So we will see ...--asdti------------------------------------------------------------------------Asdti Thread: My SBR started working a
few minutes ago. Let's see how long this time. It's crazy that it needs an unreliable serverto to connect to an internet site that is indirectly achievable with any computer.-knuttew------------------------------------------------------------------------knuttew profile: this thread: the same here. From this morning (8am European time) SB Radio can't connect
to mysqueezebox.com ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------valt profile: this thread: Anyone has any idea why mysqueezebox.com is so unstable. I wanted to tolisten to Internet stations without a PC on through my touch but it really hits or misses whether the server
(s) is up or down. Very, very disappointing. I think at the moment it's 50% of the problems that aren't good enough. I just wish someone from Logitech would do something about it or at least have a reliable status page. It seems I might have bought a piece of garbage if it didn't improvesometime soon. I can't understand why they just don't
design firmware so you can pop into the IP for an internet station and just connect directly to the touchscreen rather than go through the mysqueezebox server. Go figure, yes-kefal------------------------------------------------------------------------Mullet Profile: this thread: Post MulletAnyone have any idea why mysqueezebox.com is so unstable. I
wanted to tolisten to Internet stations without a PC on through my touch but it really hits or misses whether the server (s) is up or down. Very, very disappointing. ............. I can't understand why they just don't design firmware so you can pop into the IP for an internet station and just connect directly to the touchscreen rather than go
through the mysqueezebox server. Go figure, yes. Exactly my opinion!--saegis------------------------------------------------------------------------saegis profile: this topic: Is everyone who reports problems with MySB outside the U.S.? I'm in the US and MySB seems to be functioning well for me. Maybe that quirky eu server issue is acting again. :( --
toby10------------------------------------------------------------------------toby10's Profile: This thread: Message toby10Are everyone who reports problems with MySB outside the U.S.? I'm in the U.S. and MySB MySB for normal functioning for me. Maybe that quirky eu server issue is acting again. :(Gm. Quaint? anyone who has a squeezeplay
device on servermay homes notice that it uses far more server resources than oldplayers. It can be assumed that this is the same for mysb.com service. It would be interesting to know how many mips per registered user andbandwith per user stands out in Eu vs. Us. I think the amount of resources needed per user is undervalued, and as
it is paid in advance when buying equipment I really do not see a model for fixing it? So they don't throw enough money at it as is.-Mnyb--------------------------------------------------------------------Main hifi: Touch and CIA PS s MeridianG68J MeridianHD621 and various amplifiersSSiriuS, Classe' Primare and Dynadio speakers, Contour 4 Contour
Center, and Contour 1.3SE for the back of the CH. Rel Stadium 3 submarines. Bedroom/office: BoomKitchen: SB3 and Power Fostex PM0.4Miscellaneous Use: Radio (with battery) I use a controller of various ir remotes and Eee-PC with squeezeplay to monitor this------------------------------------------------------------------------Mnib profile: this
thread: I'm in Australia. So maybe I'm connected to an EU server? Are you saying they don't have hardware/bandwidth for EU servers? It seems pretty simple to me in terms of fixes if that's the case. Anyway, I just wish the stable service was approaching even 80% of the time. Really bad form to sell a product that is so limited and doesn't
approach anything like what it's advertised to do. Of course Logitech should be aware of the problem as it is chronic, not just aglitch from time to time. I at least wouldn't recommend Touch to anyone here in Australiauntil mysqeezebox.com this issue is being considered. Shame on you really, because TheTouch works very well and
sounds great when it actually has a goodmysqueezebox connection. Is there any way to choose another server i.e. the U.S., not EUserver?--mullet------------------------------------------------------------------------mullet profile: this thread: Logitech programmers will need to chime in to give more details about why THE EU MySB servers are simply
not so stable and reliable against U.S. servers. Somehow this corresponds to the release of Radio last fall. Sincethen, when the EU MySB has US issues MySB, is usually not affected. As? Why? A what? I have no idea. ;) Profile: this thread: I'm in the Netherlands and have lost touch with once in recent weeks. I could only reunite after the
squeezebox factory dump. It's very annoying, hope that Logitec comes with a solution soon.--Carel------------------------------------------------------------------------Carel profile: this thread: same here, also in Holland.For more than three days, no connection with mysucks.com.This server in the EU is scary. Please Logi Boys, fix this A.S.A.P.-
harmony895Greetings Henk:Webmaster from Harmony and Squeezebox Forum Holland.User Off: Classic, Duet, Radio and Touch.And a bunch of harmony.------------------------------------------------------------------------harmony895 Profile: this thread: It's getting better and better. Now Touch wants me to do an account on and gives me a pin-
code.What H. I have to do it. How many bills do I have to make to get this job?????????????? --harmony895Greetings Henk:Webmaster from Harmony and Squeezebox Forum Holland.User Off: Classic, Duet, Radio and Touch.And a bunch from Harmony.------------------------------------------------------------------------harmony895 Profile: this
thread: Harmony Message895.... Now Touch wants me to do an account on and gives me a pin.... It's very strange. They have to work on EU servers, which is the result of this strange (and old) attempt to connect the server. Squeeze Network has not been used for a long time. PINS are no longer needed after SBS 7.0 I think and the only
applied toolkit of players (SB2/3, Boom, Receiver)fab4 was the beta touch name, but in beta it was fab4. MySqueezeBox.com, Squeeze Network has long gone even in Touch beta testing.-toby10------------------------------------------------------------------------toby10 profile: this thread: Message toby10 Logitech programmers will need to chime in
to give more details on why EU servers MySB are simply not so stable and reliable. One EU data center versus two in the US, while SB sells better here doesn't help. We have big plans to fix this situation well before Christmas for obvious reasons. The toby10Somehow message is consistent with the radio release last fall. Some consider
Radio the most successful SB ever... Post by Michael HergerPost on toby10The Logitech programmers will need chimes to give more informationpost why THE EU MySB servers are simply not so stable and reliable The EU data center is up against two in the US, while SB sells better overhere does not help. We have big plans to fix this
situation well before Christmas for obvious reasons. Color-blue...... So basically, where there is more demand (selling) there are fewer MySBservers. That would be a problem. :)SB's EU MySB server also handle all other countries and regions except North America? Placing even more demand on an EU server? Thank you - toby10---------
---------------------------------------------------------------toby10 Profile: this thread: Reading as a message above me, is there maybe a way to make a connection to one of the servers from the EU?? To this day, there is still no connection. My neighbor brought his Touch back to the store. Has it for one week, no contact with mysucks.com.-
harmony895Greetings Henk:Webmaster from Harmony and Squeezebox Forum Holland.User Off: Classic, Duet, Radio and Touch.And a bunch from Harmony.------------------------------------------------------------------------harmony895 Profile: this thread: tried now for 10 minutes to connect my duet system MySB.com.The controller asks me to
try again. And again... Logitech, you have to get this thing sorted out. And well beforeChristmas too late!--OppfinnarJocke/ OppfinnarJockeSqueezeBox Duo, Controller FW 7.5.1 r9009, FW 65I Player basically use my duet for Spotify via the Triode plugin, see Profile: this thread: I still can't connect to mysqueezebox.com. THIS IS NOT
ROCKETSCIENCE! WTF ARE YOU GUYS DOING THERE? Stop sleeping and work on it. Nwo! It's really crazy. I can take a drop in a few minutes, but surely not for hours or days! We all paid a lot of money for a product that atleast should be able to play music from Net!--Joerchner------------------------------------------------------------------------
Joerchner profile: this thread: the same problem here (Belgrade, Serbia) with my Touch! Until I visited the forum, I thought something went wrong with myrouter! I hooked up and reunited everything, restarted etc. Then I saw here that everyone had the same problem. As I said earlier on the forum: LOGITECH, GIVE США
ВОЗМОЖНОСТЬ К ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИЮ ИНТЕРНЕТ РАДИО ОПОСРЕДНО, WITHOUT HAVING TO GO THROUGH THROUGH Profile: this thread: same here in France from Thursday! I originally blamed myself by changing HD earlier this week (younever with Windows...). I (re) installed SBS 7.5 three times, (I found out that I needed
to remove the cache to significantly speed up the installation...), then I blamed Kaspersky (although I haven't changed anysettings since installing 7.4) and my router - no avail.mysqueezebox.com worked for an hour or so yesterday afternoon (i.e. Friday) and stopped since then. And now, I find out that, apparently, this has everything to do
with Logitech'sserver (s?). To be honest, I don't understand the architecture of this system. My SB Boomallows me listening to internet radio, without any problems (except that I reset the router...), but I can't listen to my personal music board located on my personal computer (that's what COMPUTER means, right) through my home
network???? Help!!!! --xapynono------------------------------------------------------------------------xapynono Profile: this thread: Let's all send our electricity bills to Logitech for a refund for allthe unnessecary electricity we must use to be able to streaminternet radio and podcasts because we have to -------------------------------------------------------------------
go through our local servers. File name: port9000failed.jpg Download: Profile: this thread: same problems here. It would be nice to have some real information from Logitech.--Lahnet------------------------------------------------------------------------Lahnet Profile: this thread: Bad news: for the first time ever, my night crawl crashed, in the face of
scanning the cover art. I've got a collection of artistless albums left. I will rescan, but not before this evening, as it is a very, very long process. The good news: after 3 days of silence, I can listen to my music again ... At the moment! Bottom line: I still haven't got a clue about what's going on, although I understand from the official Logitech
forum that they are in processof migratory servers to be completed... Christmas! In other words, wait and Profile: Profile: this thread: Post on xapynonoBottom line: I still have no idea of what's going on, although I understand from the official Logitech forum that they are in the processing of migratory servers to be completed ... Christmas!
The bottom see.No line is that your problem has nothing to do with servers running mysqueezebox service .------------------------------------------------------------------------- Alfista------------------------------------------------------------------------alfista profile: this thread: Thanks for your response, Alfista. So I suppose you also have some elements to dwell
on in detail and more constructively explain what's going on. I used my SB Classic and SB Boom for several years without any problems until this week. Although I'm definitely not an IT expert, Istill doesn't consider myself a complete novice. After spending the bestpart of 3 days trying to listen to my music and scrolling through the forums,
I don't know that I am not alone in this situation. Logitech recognizes both in their software and on their servers, generating the kind of problems I met this week (terribly slow installing software, hang up, crash...). So your help (and anyone else's) is more than welcomed by yourself, and I suppose a few other annoyed users. Thank you in
advance.--xapynono------------------------------------------------------------------------xapynono Profile: this thread: Logitech recognizes errors both in their software and in their servers, generating the kind of problems that I met this week (terribly slowsoftware installation, hang up, crash ...). Your local server, which runs on your hardware, controls
local music. Your local server, with your own music, has nothing to do with mysqueezebox.com.If mysb.com exploded in an hour, you can still listen to local music if on your local car. What you can't seem to do is reliably point to something on yourlocal machines, since mysb has nothing to do with your locallibrary, scanning, etc. If you
insist on a misdiagnosis, it is up to you: but it would be better if you were looking for a real problem if you want a real solution.---snarlydwarf------------------------------------------------------------------------snarlydwarf Profile: this thread: same here! My boom connects fine MSqueezebox.com as my radio doesn't. There is no port 9000. changes in
my network since it last worked. I live in Germany.Any solution or anyone working on on Profile: this thread:
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